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To aZZ'wÍLom fit/may concern.' 
Be it known that I, ANTONY WERTEN 

BRUCH, a subject of the Emperor of Ger 
many, residing at Detroit 1nl the county of 
Wayne and State of Michi an, have lnvent 
ed certain new and useful Improvements 1n 
Pulp-Presses, of which the following 1s_a 
speciíication, reference being had therein 
to the accompanying drawings. . 
The invention relates to pulp presses more 

particularl designed for use in the com 
pression o beet sugar pulp, and the inven 
tion comprises various novel >features of 
construction as hereinafter set forth. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of the 

press; i 

Fig. 2 is a section looking at rlght angles 
to Fig. 1. ` ' 
A is a frame'which is mounted upon ,a 

suitable elevated support, such as the beams 
B B', and which is provided with a journal 
bearing C for the vertically-arranged worm 
compressor D. The latter is in the form of 
a hollow shaftl extending from its journal 
bearing through an opening _in the frame 
between its supporting girders and havlng 
a conical portion D’ depending below the 
frame. E are the spiral blades or {iights 
surrounding the ‘conical lportion D, being , 
preferably semilcircular and arranged with 
their peripheral edges lying in the same cy 
lindrical surface. Intermediate these blades 
the hollow body is formed with a series .of 
apertures or slots F therein, which are cov 
ered with screen sections G wound-spirally 
between the blades. H is a depending 
frame havin annular upper and lower 
heads Il’ and T12 arranged concentric to the 
worm D. The upper head is bolted or 
otherwise detachably secured to a machined 
bearing A’ on the frame A concentrically 
surrounding the aperture through` which the 
compressor worm D extends. This bearing 
also holds the lower head H2 'concentric to 
the axis of the worm. I is a hollow ring 
member bolted or otherwise secured to the 
lower head H2,'being provided with a slot 
ted tapering inner wall I’ which is cov 
ered by a screen J. K is ‘a hollow yoke 
member connected to flanged nipples L de 
pending from Vthe hollow ring member I, 
and connecting said member with a later 
ally-extending liquid discharge conduit. 

The yoke is also provided with a central 
hollow bearing portion M, which engages 
a> hollow journal portion D2 at the lower 
end of the hollow worm D. It is further 
pïrovided with a surrounding pan portion 

having a discharge. chute O depending 
from the bottom thereof, and scraper-blades 
P attached to the worm member D revolve 
in the pan and scrape the contents thereof 
to the discharge chute. is a ring of 
wedge~shaped lcross section fitting within 
the ringvmember I and adapted to variably 
restrict the spaces between said member and 
the worm D. This restriction is effected b 
longitudinally adjusting the member (ä 
into or out from the member I byl means of 
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‘ the nuts R engaging threaded studs R’. S ̀ 
is a cylindrical screen'surrounding the spi- ` 
ral blades E on the worm D and secured by 
the frame H, its upper end engaging an an 
nular bearing T and its lower end seated 
in an annular bearing T’ in the ring I. U is 
a sheet-metal casing surrounding and spaced 
from the screen S. 
With the construction as thus far de 

scribed, the assembling of the parts or the 
disassembling of the same where repairs are 
needed, is facilitated. Thus the worm D 
may be inserted through the opening in the 
frame A and linto engagement with its bear 
ing C, and subsequently the frame H, ring 
I and yoke K may be placed in position; 
also the screen S may be inserted through 
the opening in the lower head H2 of the 
frame H and is secured in position by the 
ring I. When assembled and in operation, 
the pulp which is forced downward by the 
spiral blades E during the rotation of the 
worm D will be squeezed between the inner 
and outer screens 1n a constantly diminish 
ing annular space until it is iinally forced 
outward through the opening into the ring 
I. As has been stated, this opening may be 
variably restricted by adjustment of the 
wedge-ring Q, so that any desired degree 
of compression may be lmparted to the 
pulp. The ejected pulp falls into the pan 
N, from which it is forced by the rotating 
blades P into the discharge chute O. Dur 
ing this compression the water which is 
forced from the pulp through the screens 
will collect i'n the hollow ring I, from which 
it passes into the hollow yoke K, and will 
also collect inside of the hollow worm D 
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and will pass through the hollow journal 
D2 into the yoke, from which it passes into 
the discharge conduit. 
On account of the enormous friction as 

well as the high pressure upon the pulp 
considerable power is required for rotating 
the worm D. Where thls power is trans 
mitted through bevel-gears a great deal» of 
vibration is produced, which is objection 
able.` l have therefore designed a construc 
tion of step-down transmission, dispensing 
with the use of bevel-gears and avoiding the 
rattling or Vibration incident to their use. 
As shown, the frame A, in addition to the 
journal-bearing C for the worm, is pro 
vided with bearings V and V’ for a parallel 
shaft V2. Upon this shaft is mounted a 
pinion W for engaging a spur-gear W’ on 
the worm D, being arranged adjacent to the 
bearing C, preferably immedlately above 
the same. The shaft V2 has also mounted 
thereon the worm-gear V", which is in mesh 
with the worm V4 on 'the transverse shaft 
V", and this shaft derives its power from 
the motor X through a sprocket-and-chain 
transmission Y. ~ 
For tending to prevent the rotation of the 

pulp with _the worm D, stationary abut 
ments are secured to and project inward 
from the sidesl of the frame H into proxim 
ity to the screen S. These abutments Z are 
in the form of perforated tubes, and are 
utilized for the injection of aspray of steam 
into the pulp, by which it is lubricated and 
the frictional resistance diminished. 
What Í claim as my invention is: 
l. A pulp press, comprising a supporting 

frame having an apertured bottom and a 
journal-bearing in axial alinement there 

~ with, a worm-compressor extending through» 
said apertured bottom into engagement with 
said journal-bearing, mechanism upon said 
frame for imparting rotary motion to said 
worm, a frame secured to and suspended 
from said first-mentioned frame, a» journal 
bearing for the lower end o-f the worm 
mounted upon said suspended frame, and a 
screen surrounding said worm insertible 
within said suspended frame into operative 
position when said lower journal-bearing is 
removed. 

2. A pulp press, comprising a supporting 
frame having an apertured bottom and a 
journal-bearing in axial alinement there 
with, a worm-compressor insertible through 
the aperture in said bottom into engagement 

said journal-bearing, mechanism 
mounted on said frame for rotating said 
worm, a suspended frame provided with up 
per and lower annular heads and connect 
ing side-bars, said suspended frame having 
a bearing on the ‘main frame for its upper 
head, by which both heads are arranged in 
axial alinement with the worm, a cylindrical 
Screen for surrounding the worm insertible 
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through said suspended frame into opera 
tive position and positioned thereby, and a 
member detachably connected to the lower 
head of said suspended frame, providing a 
journal-bearing for the lower end of the 
worm and a collector for the separated pulp 
and liquid. 

3. Apulp press, comprising a frame, dri r 
ing mechanism mounted thereon, a worm 
driven by said mechanism and depending 
from said frame, a frame suspended from 
the main frame, providing a removable jour 
nal-bearing for the lower end of said worm, 
and a screen surrounding said worm de 
tachably engaging said suspended frame, 
said screen being movable downwardly upon 
removal of said journal-bearing. 

4. In a pulp press, the combination with a 
frame, of' a worin journaled in said frame 
and depending therefrom, a suspended frame 
secured to the main frame, a screen surround 
ing the worm detachably engaging said sus 
pended frame, a journal-bearing for the 
lower end of the worm secured to said sus 
pended frame, a pulp-receiving pan carried 
by said bearing having a discharge spout 
at one point, and scraper-blades suspended 
from said worm, engaging said pan. 

5. A pulp press comprising a frame. a 
worm journaled in said frame and depend 
ing therefrom, a suspended frame provided 
with upper and lower annular heads, a. c_v 
lindrical screen surrounding said Worm, en 
gaging bearings in said upper andv lower 
heads, a hollow annular frame connected to 
said suspended frame and receiving the 
liquid excluded from the pulp, a hollow 
yoke connected to said hollow annular 
frame, receiving the liquid therefrom, a 
hollow journal-bearing on said yoke engag 
ing a hollow journal on said worm, a pan 
for receiving the pulp surrounding said hol 
low journal-bearing, and a. scraper-blade 
carried by said worm and located within 
said pan. 

6. ln a pulp press, a. worm compressor 
comprising a hollow shaft having a conical 
portion, a series of semi-circular spiral 
blades or flights surrounding said conical 
portion arranged with their peripheral 
edges lying in the same cylindrical surface, 
said conical portion having a series of aper 
tures or slots therein intermediate said 
blades or flights, a screen section wound 
spirally between said blades or ñights and a 
screen surrounding and concentric with said 
hollow shaft. 

7. A pulp press, comprising a supporting 
frame having a journal bearing, a worm 
compressor engaging said journal bearing. 
mechanism upon said frame for imparting 
rotary motion to said worm, a frame secured 
to and suspended from said first-mentioned 
frame, a journal bearing for the lower end 

K of the worm mounted upon said suspended 
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frame, a screen surrounding said worm en 
gageable with said suspended frame when 
the lower journal bearing is removed and 
abutments secured to and projecting in 
wardly from the sides of said suspended 
frame into proximity to said screen, said 
abutments adapted to lubricate the. pulp ad 
jacent to the screen. 

8. A pulp press, comprising a supporting 
frame having a journal bearing, a worm 
compressor engaging said journal hearing, 
mechanism upon said frame for imparting 
rotary motion to said worm, a frame secured 
to and suspended from said first-mentioned 
frame, a journal bearing for the lower end 
of the wall mounted upon said suspended 
frame, a screen surrounding said worm en 

' gageable with said suspended frame when 
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the lower journal bearing is removed, and 
perforated conduits adapted for the injec 
tion of a spray of stearn into the pulp se 
cured to and projecting inwardly from the 
sides ofthe _suspended frame into proximity 
to said screen. 

9. A pulp press, comprising a supporting 
frame, a worm compressor journaled in said 
frame, mechanism upon said frame for im 
parting rotary motion to said worm, a sec 
ond frame upon said first mentioned frame, 
a screen surrounding said worm compressor 
engageable with said second frame and 
means adapted for ther injection of a mois 
ture spray into the pulp adjacent to said 
screen. 
In testimon whereof I aliiX my signature. 

AN ONY WERTENBRUCH. 
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